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Content
Current theory and modelling of turbulence are based on the
PARADIGM attributed to Kolmogorov (K-1941)
However, K-1941 reflected his vision of shear-generated
turbulence IN NEUTRALLY STRATIFIED FLOWS
Extension of the PARADIGM to stably or unstably stratified
flows was done without proof by followers of K-1941
Among major results: Monin-Obukhov (MO-1954) similarity
theory of turbulence in surface layer, underlying calculation
of surface fluxes and “TKE-budget” turbulence closures

This talk addresses
● Failures of orthodox theory in pronounced stratifications
● A step towards revised theory

Turbulence and planetary boundary layers (PBLs)
.

Turbulence, strong in PBLs and weak beyond, coexists
with regular flow, making our planet comfortable for life

PBLs (green lenses)
couple geospheres
into Earth system
host 99% of biosphere
and anthroposphere

Turbulence

Leonardo da Vinci: Multitude of chaotic eddies
Richardson (1920): The forward energy cascade
Kolmogorov (1941): Made use of the cascade  TKE

Engineering TURBULENCE
in neutral boundary-layer flow over flat plate

Common vision (paradigm): dynamic instability causes
energy cascade from large to small eddies towards
dissipation: chaos our of order (Kolmogorov, 1941)

Breakdown of laminar flow.
Very narrow spectrum. Pre-TURBULENCE?

Turbulent convection in the atmosphere

Buoyant plumes do not break down
in contrast to shear-generated eddies!

Turbulence in economy, policy, social life & art

Vincent van Gogh The Starry Night, June 1889, The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The word TURBULENCE is used in very wide sense
but still without exactct definition even in physics!

“Anarchy turbulence” (merging-plums) in
Procrustean bad of conventional theory
Buoyant plumes
in unstable
stratification do
not break down.
Merge to built
larger plumes?
Then inverse
cascade towards
self-organised
convective winds:
cells or rolls

Horizontal/vertical heat flux ratio Fx/Fz vs. z/L
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z0 < z < 0.1L,

Zubkovskii & Tsvang (1966)
Wyngaard et al. (1971)

fails in the anarchy
turbulence layer

Rayment & Caughey (1977)
Schacher et al. (1981)
Bradley et al. (1981, 1982)
Tsimlyansk (1981-87)
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MO-1954 based on
K-1941, valid in the
shear-generated
turbulence layer
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MO = direct cascade = generation of horizontal TKE by
breaking plumes: u´~w´~ (βFzz)-1/3  Fx/Fz = constant
Anarchy (Z, 2013): u´~ τ/(βFzz)-1/3  Fx/Fz ~ (z/L)-2/3

Data: Kader & Yaglom (1990)

Self organisation of convective TURBULENCE

Airborne measurements in the atmosphere (Williams, Hacker,
1992). Arrows show self-organised wind pattern. Solid lines
show deviations of potential temperature θ from its mean value
<θ>; the lines θ–<θ>= 0 mark side walls of large buoyant plume.

Enhancedheat/masstransferin free convection
Large-scale self-organised structures
Convective winds towards the plume base

Internal boundary layer  mechanical turbulence
(overlooked in conventional theories)
Strongly enhanced heat/mass transfer

Heat-transfer in calm-weather convection
Failure of classilcal heat-transfer law:
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Blue points: observations over natural
surfaces from calm sea to urban landcape
Red points: large-eddy simulation
Black curve: new law accounting for
self-organised structures (Z et al, 2006)





Heat transfer is
much stronger
than traditional
theory predicts.

It depends on PBL
height (h) and
roughness length
(z0u), both mossed
in traditional theory

New law F  f ( h / z0 u ) gh T0
 properly calculates
the heat flux over rough surfaces whereas traditional theory
underestimates this flux to an order of magnitude and more
1/2
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Remarks on turbulence in unstable stratification
• Traditional theory does not distinguish the shear-generated
mechanical turbulence from buoyancy-generated anarchy
turbulence, which factually exhibits inverse energy cascade
from smaller to larger plumes towards self-organised structures
 order out of chaos (Prigogine-1982)1984
• is erroneous e.g. for horizontal TKE, fluxes and diffusion
• overlooks large-scale self-organised motions, and strongly
http://www.jpgmag.com/photos/1006154
underestimates surface fluxes, especially
in calm-weather
convection (because of ignoring self-organised winds)
In modelling practice, some of these failures are corrected but
only roughly and without physical explanation

Turbulence: strong-mixing in stable PBL and
weak-conductivity in free atmosphere (Ri >Ric)

Shallow PBL is seen due to water haze (Bergen). Old theory did not
distinguish turbulence in stable PBL and supercritically stable free flow.
The problem is resolved by EFB closure theory (Z et al., 2007-2013).

Self-control of turbulence in stable stratification
via counter-gradient heat flux illegal in K-1941, MO-1954
F -budget yields both downgradient
and countergradient contributions
(EFB-closure Z et al., 2007, 2013)
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The key feedback:
 Larger temperature gradient  / z causes
 larger negative heat flux F and buoyancy flux Fb 
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 hence, stronger potential temperature fluctuations  and
2
 stronger counter-gradient (positive) heat flux C  
 which compensates for enhansing the negative heat flux Fz and
prevents collapse of turbulence in super-critical startification

Prandtl PrT vs. Richardson Ri numbers

K-1941, MO-1954 ignore self-control of the heat flux, Fθ, and
suggest similar viscosity and conductivity: PrT = KM /KH = const.,
which entails erroneous turbulence cut off at Ri >Ric = 0.25
Black line: PrT after EFB
turbulence closure (Z et
al., 2007-2017)

Red line: PrT predicted
by conventional theory
(MO-1954)
Data Atmospheric: Kondo et al., 1978, Bertin et al., 1997;
Laboratory: Rehmann, Koseff, 2004, Ohya, 2001, Strang,
Fernando, 2001; DNS: Stretch et al., 2001; LES: Esau, 2009

Remarks on turbulence in stable stratification
From heuristic turbulent exchange
coefficients and only TKE energetics

to flux-budget equations
yielding down-gradient and
non-gradient transports,
TKE + TPE energy budget,
self-control of heat flux,
surviving of turbulence in
supercritical stratification,
and many other “heretical”
features of turbulence …

We finally got rid of
misleading analogy with
molecular transports

Change of conventional vision of turbulence
Conventional PARADIGM:
K-1941 NEUTRAL stratification
(1) regular mean flow
(2) chaotic turbulence  only the
forward energy cascade
from larger to smaller eddies
towards viscous dissipation
(3) down-gradient transport

Revised PARADIGM: ANY stratificationhttp://www.jpgmag.com/photos/1006154
(1) mean flow
(2) usual turbulence with forward cascade towards dissipation
(3) both down-gradient and non-gradient turbulent transports
(4) anarchy turbulence with inverse energy cascade towards
(5) large-scale organised structures (secondary circulations)

Conclusions
Physics
of turbulence

Climate-biosphere
science

Revised paradigm:
Turbulence and PBL link
self-control, non-gradient transfer and
geospheres into interacting
inverse cascade (anarchy turbulence)
climate-biosphere systems
towards self-organised structures

Revised theory of turbulence
energetics, closure and PBL

Improved turbulence and PBL
in climate-biosphere models

Better understanding and modelling of
climate-biosphere system

Thanks much
for your attention

